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That first stuffy night of summer can be a very long slog of tossing
and turning if you haven’t come prepared. With UK temperatures set
to rise above 28C this weekend, that time is nigh, which means that
if you’ve yet to invest in a good fan to keep things cool, you’ll soon
pay the price. Thankfully, much like summer-friendly essentials such
as shorts, sandals and short-sleeved shirts, fan technology is
increasingly easier on the eyes, ears and, in the case of air purifying
units, even nose, so there has never been a better time to invest in
one that’ll see you through this summer and many more to come.
Here, to make your shopping experience a breeze, we’ve put together
a few pointers on what to look for.

Should I buy a pedestal fan or tower fan?

The main difference between the two is their size. A pedestal fan is
what probably first comes to mind when you think of a fan, usually
coming with a round, bladed head that tilts and oscillates from side
to side. The stand on which they sit is often adjustable in height, yet
the blades of cheaper models can be noisy and they’re not always the
most convenient in rooms short on space. A tower fan, on the other
hand, blasts air from one tall column which is much more compact.
Most are also more technically advanced, with remote controls and
additional settings to choose from other than simply blade rotation
speed.

How much should I pay for a fan?

With the invention of Dyson’s game-changing devices, a good desk
fan might set you back anything up to £500. But given how advanced
the tech brand’s models are, it’s an investment in your summertime
comfort that we’re very much here for. These top-tier fans offer
everything from heating functionality to air purification and smart
home compatibility through a dedicated controller app. They also
look a damn sight better than the rickety old plastic alternative. If it’s
more sweeping relief you’re after, though, a bladed desk fan will
make WFH days all the easier and might only set you back a tenth of
that price tag.

Are there any fans that cool the air? 

Given that the majority of the year is cool and drizzly in the UK, you
probably aren't going to have an air conditioner at your disposal
during a heatwave, nor would it really be a practical investment for
most people. A cooling fan, however, is an easy way to make sure
you're always prepared to cool down your house when hot, sunny
days strike. Not all fans are cooling, but there are plenty that do a
great job and are really worth your time and money. From Dyson to
Meaco, we've included plenty of cooling fans below. 

What are the best fans you can buy right
now?

We’ve taken a number of market-leading fans for a whirl to bring
you a blow-by-blow account of the best you can buy, from affordable
options by Muji to the best of the best in Dyson innovation.
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BONECO F220 AIR SHOWER FLOOR-STANDING FAN

When it comes to traditional bladed pedestal fans, you'll struggle to find any better
looking than those from Boneco. Hailing from Switzerland, the heartland we think of
most for its horological leanings, the F220 floor-standing fan has the same Bauhaus
aesthetics as a minimalist watch, which will slot in unobtrusively to any clean, modern
interior. But like any good Swiss watch, there's plenty more to it than its good looks. The
Boneco F220 has been primed for high air circulation. Though the head isn't motorised,
it does an excellent job of pushing air around rooms of any size with its deep cut blades
that operate within four speed settings. Rotating 270 degrees, it offers a directional
breeze, but when pointed up towards the ceiling will provide an “air shower”, which has
all the perks of air conditioning without any of the skin-drying effects.  £160. At
Selfridges. selfridges.com
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DYSON PURIFIER HOT + COOL FORMALDEHYDE

There are many things people refer to as "investments you'll never regret making". Your
education, a swanky gym membership, a winter coat that actually keeps the chill out. If
you live in a city, you'd be wise to add the Dyson Purifier Hot + Cool Formaldehyde to
that list. The latest generation of purification machines, as well as boasting all the
same heating and cooling capabilities of Dyson's much-loved fans (and 20 per cent
quieter), it adds new solid-state formaldehyde sensing to capture ultra-fine dust and
allergens while also destroying potentially dangerous VOCs. The clever Dyson
engineers have not stopped there, though. The machine also reengineers airflow
pathways for fully sealed Hepa 13-standard filtration, ensuring all the air coming your
way is squeaky clean and rooms will never feel stuffy and uninhabitable in the summer
months. Better still, it comes with the same slick aesthetic that won't compromise your
interior design in the process.  

And while it comes with a smart-looking remote that magnetically attaches to the top
of the machine, you'd be much better off tweaking your settings via the Dyson Link
app, where you can set timers, fine-tune oscillation settings and monitor air purity over
time. Don't have a phone to hand? Alexa, Google Home or Siri will all adhere to your
every voice command, too.  

£599.99. dyson.co.uk
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MEACO MEACOFAN 360 AIR CIRCULATOR

If you're looking for a desk fan that can go beyond a cooling distance of several metres,
you can think of the Meaco MeacoFan 360 Air Circulator as something of a cover shoot
wind machine for your Zoom calls. Not only is it an alluring prospect for showing off the
longer locks you perfected in lockdown, but its super-quiet running volume makes it a
functional choice for anyone prone to sweating through a video conference, too. When
your working day is done, sit it on a side table in your living room or bedroom – it's
easily moved thanks to its light weight and handle. For its size, it'll do a good job of
cooling down a room thanks to its multidirectional oscillation, controllable via remote
control from wherever you choose to live out your heatwave stupor. £59.49. At
amazon.co.uk
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EVASMART EVAPORATIVE COOLER

If it’s seamless smart home integration you’re looking for, here you have it. Evasmart’s
fan operates from a comprehensive control app and is compatible with Amazon Alexa
and Google Assistant (Apple HomeKit and Samsung SmartThings update to come). Not
technically a fan but an “evaporative cooler”, it enlists water cartridges (which last up
to six months) to cool a room using a fraction of the energy of a conventional fan or
aircon unit. Better yet, the patented “Evabreeze” nanomaterial absorbs ten times more
water than most standard air coolers, effectively humidifying the air for up to eight
hours before it’ll need a refill. As a finishing touch, the colour-changing LED light makes
for a home decor talking point – might we suggest locking it on a calming, cooling
blue? £239. At amazon.co.uk
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MEACO 1056 PEDESTAL AIR CIRCULATOR

If you've decided that a pedestal fan is the best option for you, we'd say you'll be in
pretty safe hands through any summer heatwaves with Meaco's 1056P Air Circulator.
One of the main challenges with fans, and pedestals in particular, is that they can be
pretty noisy, especially when ramped up to the highest settings. Thankfully, Meaco's is
designed to be ultra quiet. While you can certainly still tell it's on and in the room, the
noise isn't overpowering and blends into white noise. The multidirectional airflow will
keep you cool on hot days, with the option to adjust the height of the pedestal and to
change its angle both vertically and horizontally. For sleeping, it has a special mode
that slowly decreases speed as you fall asleep, while the timer can also be useful to
make sure it doesn't stay on overnight. If you want something that will keep you cool on
the hottest summer nights, this will be your new best friend. While it's out of stock
almost everywhere (no surprises, given how good it is) you might be able to find a few
models on ebay. £139.95. At amazon.co.uk
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NSA RECHARGEABLE COLUMN FAN

This metre-long fan by NSA is far from the discreet design addition you might consider
a Dyson to be, but in those most humid heatwaves, frankly, you're not going to give a
damn. Remote control-operated, it has three action modes at up to five speeds, is a
particularly convenient option thanks to its timer settings (which will help you get off to
sleep easier without waking you up with the shivers) and the option to operate
wirelessly from its eight-hour battery (so you can enjoy a breeze while you eat your
lunch al fresco). For ultimate relief on a stuffy summer day, add a few drops of your
favourite essential oil to its built-in aroma box. £169. At amazon.co.uk
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D-FANTIX MISTING FAN

Whether you're planning on making the most of the sweltering heat at the park or are
braving public transport, if you're looking to come out the other side in any kind of
presentable state, a portable fan is a very sensible gadget to be leaving the house with.
Cheap, cheerful and not obscenely ugly (trust us, most are), this handheld fan by D-
FantiX will run for seven hours straight on its fan setting, but also boasts a refreshing
mist mode to cool you further from a small water reservoir that can be used separately
or in tandem with the fan. £12.99. At amazon.co.uk
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JML PHONE FAN

It might look like little more than a gimmick, but you'll be glad you packed this nifty
little phone fan when you're sat sweltering in a park after a taxing cycle and are in
need of a fast fix for your significantly redder complexion. Of course, in terms of
horsepower, it hardly competes with the mightier desk and floor fans in our edit, yet for
£10 this is a very convenient investment indeed. Micro USB and lightning connectors
make JML's phone fan compatible for iPhone and Android users alike and the blades
are made from EVA silicone, so won't be causing any nasty accidents. £9.99.
jmldirect.com
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MUJI USB DESK FAN

For something to ease the annoyance of working from home during a heatwave, Muji’s
USB offering is as inoffensive to your home office setup as a fan can be. Designed by
experts in aerodynamics (not just Japanese minimalists), the double-inverse fan blades
will do plenty more than simply blow hot air at you while you stress over a spreadsheet
and it’s low noise means you won’t have to unplug it during a conference call. Given its
price and size, don't assume this will do the same job as those more carefully
engineered alternatives in our list, but it’ll certainly take the edge off. Just make sure
you have an adapter handy ,should you be working from a newer Macbook with USB-C
ports only. £35. muji.eu
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